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Who would you rather have as your Uber driver?
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Who would you rather have on your basketball 
team?
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Who would you rather hire to work for your 
company?
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How could you make your decisions based 
solely on a cropped image of a face?

     Stereotypes



What are 
stereotypes?
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● Shortcuts: Enable us to quickly make 
inferences about a person 

● Generalization about a particular group of 
people, regardless of any variation among 
group members

● Can be positive or negative

Examples: 
Females are not very good drivers.
Black people are great at sports.
People with tattoos and piercings are 
rebellious and untrustworthy.



Disadvantages 
of Stereotyping

◦ Lead to negative outcomes 
when they blind us to 
individual differences within 
group

◦ Basis for discrimination
◦ Treating someone 

unfairly because of group 
membership
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Which immigrant is most likely to be on welfare?
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Which immigrant is most likely to have a 
successful future?
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Which immigrant is most likely to have violent 
tendencies?
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◦ Whatever your answer was, just know that it was 
fueled by stereotyping

◦ Immigrants and foreigners are faced with 
stereotypes on a daily basis

◦ Like mentioned before, stereotypes are made 
because of someone’s physical looks, their 
background or even because of a guess



“Quotations are commonly 
printed as a means of 

inspiration and to invoke 
philosophical thoughts from 

the reader.
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https://docs.google.com/file/d/1Yw5u-2qM1JuqYm6mo0c6RDAXut2_pC6u/preview
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Middle Easterners 
are constantly 
depicted as 

● Bombers 
● Terrorist
● Their names 

are made fun 
of 

● Women are 
asked about 
their hijabs
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Middle 
Eastern 
Stereotype
s

nIn the United 
States Middle 
Easterners are 
depicted as so 
many things along 
with their cultures 
being disrespected. 
Just based off of 
their looks. Man are 
looked as 
dangerous or 
killers.  And the 
women aren’t 
respected 



Asian 
Stereotype
s

Asians in the U.S are constantly 
looked as the model minority. 
Meaning they are the ones who 
are bond to have successful career 
in the future. Due to the fact that 
they assume all asians know every 
answer in school. People assume 
that because they’re aasian that 
their parents own a restaurant or 
nail salon. 
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Latino 
Stereotype
s 

In the US hispanics and latinos are 
constantly assumed to be 
immigrants. People think that 
they're here illegally or they’re here 
to “steal jobs”.  Men are looked as 
criminals or they run a cartel. 
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African 
American 
Stereotype
s

In the history of the US African 
americans have the longest history 
with stereotyping. Men and 
women were looked as lazy. 
incompetent  and ignorant.  They 
are racially profiled. They were 
labelled as unequal and even had 
a law built against the,m after 
being freed from slavery.  Both 
women and men are looked as 
uneducated or dangerous. 
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Now a days the media plays a huge role in stereotyping. This include moves, the news qamd 
social media.  In the movies African American families are minorities , live in a single parent 
household and/or had a father that went to jail or died  due to violence in the neighborhood.. 
Films constantly just put the stereotypes that are made about people into movies. Social 
media only capture the wrongdoing of the people that race the most stereotyping. 9/11 was 
big way the media amplified stereotyping because the description of the bombers. They put 
gear into so many people that anyone who looked Middle aEastern was assumed a terrorist or 
bomber.  Media affects so many people because of the way they depict situations and they 
choice what content they want to put out. They don't realize that these movies or 
exaggerated news reports can change someone's life. 
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